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,T1he subject matter of Attilio Bartoli Langeli's volume,r dedicated to

t the memory of Th6ophile Desbonnets,2 consists of four manuscripts:

I the autographs of Francis, his "Breviary" and the so-called Messina
codex containing the Rule and Testament of Saint Clare. They are, as he

explains, "relics preserved in religious places and exposed for the veneration
of the faithful in monstrances. A paleographic study of manuscripts that do

not belong to libraries or archivei and-that bear no signature is admittedly
quite rare. And it is rare, at least in my experience, to meet religious
communities as aware of the sacredness of these objects as they are ready to
meet a scholar's needs. A scholar who felt, more than usual, a sense of
excitement."3 The author's Introductioa is especially good for helping us to

rA. Bartoli Langeli, Gli autografi di frate Francesco e di frate Leone (Corpus
Christianorum, Autographa Medii Aevi, 5), 8-2300 Turnhout (68 Steenweg op
Tielen), Brepols Publishers, 2000. 24,5 cm,l35 p. + 28 tab., ill. ISBN 2-503-50856-
1.

2The dedication (7) reads: "In memory of Th6ophile Desbonnets on the
tenth anniversary of his death (]uly 8, 1988)." The manuscript was in fact given to
the printer inJune 1998, as shown by the date of the Introduction (9).

3Introduction (8).
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understand the features of this book. It is solidly constructed, careful not to
stretch the data provided by research that is competent and meticulous. Yet
it is able to convey the excitement created by that research, in language that
is supple, at times colloquial (so unlike the usual academic style) and capable
of involving the reader (or at least this writer).

The work is divided into two parts. In the first part (11-75) the
autographs of Brother Francis are examined; in the second (77-130) those of
Brother Leo. The first part draws on the paper presented by the author at
the twenty-first International Conference on Franciscan Studies and
published in the Proceedings.a It has been reworked in several places and
new information has been added (for example, 13f). Some positions seem to
be more nuanced (for example, his opinion on the date of fusisi Ms. 338)5

and the fourth chapter (57-75) is almost completely new. Bartoli Langeli
carefully re-examines all the issues, taking into account new research done
during the time between his first study and this latest volume, especially
concerning the letter of Francis to Brother Leo preserved in the cathedral of
Spoleto.6 Every comment by others, even the smallest, is rnalyzed; every
statement is carefully weighed.

aA. Bartoli Langeli, "Gli scritti da Francesco: l'autografia di w illitteratus,"
in Frate Francesco d'Assisi. Atti del WI Conaegno internazionale. Asisi, 14-15-16 ottobre
1 99 3,Spoleto 1994, 101-59.

sln 1994 the author said without hesitation that 338 "went back to the end
of the thirteenth century or the beginning of the fourteenth" ("Gli scritti da
Francesco," 110). Now he says that "the origin and date" of this manuscript is "a
completely open question" (G/i autografi,l8), even though in a note [23] he explains:
"Personally I favor the earliest date possible" (but see what he then says on 101-02
and in note 76, to which we shall return). In the most recent Roman conference
"Wrba Domini m.ei." Gli "Opascuh di Francesco d'Assii" a 25 anni dalla edizione di
Knjetan hser, ofm,Ponttficio Ateneo Antonianum, 10-12 April 2002, Luigi Pellegrini
linked this famous manuscript-whose origin, in his opinion, should be related to the
collection of material on Francis solicited by Crescentius of Iesi-to Brother Leo
(Pellegrini, "La raccolta di testi francescani del codice assisano 338. Un manoscritto
composito e miscellaneo," in Reairescunt chartae. Codices documenta tetctus. Miscellanea
in binorem. fr. Caesaris Cenci I, eds. A. Cacciotti and P. Sella [Medioevo, 5], Rome
2002,289-340).

6He takes brief account of a study by G. Ammannati, "La Lettera autografa
di Francesco d'fusisi a Frate Leone," in Il linguaggio della biblioteca. Stitti in onore di
Diego Maltese raccohi da Mauro Gueruini (Toscina beni librari, 4. Biblioteche e

arc[ivi), Florence, Edizioni Regione Toscana, 1994,471-87; also a comment by this
writer ("Le durezze di ftatello Francesco. L'Epistola ad fratrem Leonem," in Vita Min.
68 11977) 243-59; Spanish translation: "Las asperezas del Hermano Francisco. La
carta al Ffermano Le6n," in Selecc. Franc. 27 U9981366-78), even though it did not
originate in a stricdy specialized context, is constandy kept in mind (see 44f, 50, 53).
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Referring of Francis, the author points out that, even though he

found writing difficult, he was still "capable of producing texts of some

complexity and impact" (28). "By social class, rather than by choice, Francis
was an illitteratus, an idiota, a person sine litteris. But he knew how to read

and write, something he learned in the ordinary way, through an education
that was fully consistent with his status and the circumstances of the time"
(29).' Concerning the Blessing for Brother Leo, written on the hair side of
the fusisi Chartula, Bartoli Langeli writes: "I doubt that the crossing of the
name leo by the arm of the Tau is deliberate, though in the past, along with
many others, I regarded it as intentional. It is still true, however, that the last
four words on the right are an example of circular and multi-directional
writing, recalling the so-called magic square" (41). This link, suggested by
the author rwenty years agos and then accepted by mzrllr including this
writer,e has recently been the subject of a careful critique by Giovanni Pozzi
in a wide-ranging study of Francis's style.ro During the above-mentioned
Roman conference, at which Pozzi was also present, Bartoli Langeli
returned to a discussion of the autographs but did not go into the question,
at least in the paper he read on that occasion. FIe referred to it only in
passing. We will be able to say more on the subject after we have the
Proceedings.

The Letter to Brother Leo preserved in the Cathedral of Spoleto

Unlike Kajetan Esser, who unforrunately standardized Francis's

spelling, Bartoli Langeli reproduces it faithfully" with all its uncertainties

TSee what I wrote in "Le dtrezze di fratello Francesco," 248f, where these
statements of Bartoli Langeli were contrasted with opposing positions held by
others.

8A. Bartoli Langeli, "Le radici culturali della'populariti'francescana," in Il
francescanesimo e il teatro m,edieuale. Atti del conaegno nazionale di xudi. San Miniato, 8-
- 10 ottobre 1982 (Biblioteca della "Miscellanea Storica della Valdlesa," 6),
Castelfiorentino 1984,52f [English tr. GR 8:3,381-97]. Bartoli Langeli refers (41, n.
23) to a study by R. Rusconi, "Cultura e scrittura in Francesco d'fusisi," in Colloque

franciscain, Bonifacio 1982,55f, which I was not able to read.
eF. Accrocca, "Francesco e il demonio. La guarigione della donna di

Sangemini ," in Il Santo 39 (1999) 225 and n. 16.
roG. Pozzi, "Lo stile di san Francesco," in halia Medioeaale e Umanistica 4l

(2000) ss-se.
llMore than once during the Roman conference he lamented the fact that

his edition was not definitively accepted in the Fontes Franciscani, but only placed
alongside Esser's edition (the Spoleto letter, on t}re other hand, mutilates some of
the last four lines), which will continue to be the reference text for many users, also

because its standardized spelling is easier.
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(for example, the double "s" in Francis's name in line 1 of the Letter to Leo:
"Francissco"; 47). What is more, he offers a more correct reading of the
texts, making important contributions especially with regard to the Spoleto
letter (+2-56, esp. 47-56 - but some improvement was also possible in the
fusisi Chartula: 30-41, esp. 36-+l). For the reader,s convenience, I am
printing the text with puncruation marks, placing in italics-as he himself
does-letters that have been abbreviated or replaced by another mark,
placing in angled brackets letters that have been erased but not replaced, and
using dashes to indicate letters that were illegible. I am using boldface for
letters that are the result of corrections.

1. f leo f frazcissco tu sa 1. Brother Leo, your brother
Francis
2. health and peace. I am speaking
to you,
3. *y son, in this way as a mother--
because

4. all the words that we spoke
5. on the road I place and advise
6. briefly in this message and
7. afterwards, it is not necessary
8. to come to me for counsel.
9. Because I advise you thus: In
what-
10. ever way it seems better
1 l. to you to please the Lord
12. God and to follow his footprints
and

13. poverty, /ou may do it
14. with the blessing of the Lord
15. God and my obedience.
16. And if it is necessary for you
17. for your soul for some
18. consolation to you, and you
want
19. to come back to me, come.

2.Lttenr. etp^cent.Ita dico tibi

3. fili mei sicut mater. Quia

The last word in line 6 is "non," formerly read as ,,si,, by some who
regarded it as correct, including Salvatore Minocchi and (*ith doubts)
Jacques Cambell (48). But when the correct reading is restored, the letter

4. oruniaverba que <e> diximus
5. inuia, breuiter in hoc lerbo
6. dispono et consilio, et non
7. <dopor> oportet propter
8. cozsiliumuenire ad me.
9. qaia ita cozsili o tibi in qo

10. ctrnque modo melius ui
11. <-so> detut'ihiplacerc domino
12. deo et sequi uestigia er pa

13. <i>upertatern srrarn faciatis
14. cw beneditione domini
15. dei etmea obedientia.
16. et si tibi est necesari
L7. a- ma- - -arn propter aliarn
18. cozsolationem tua e/ uis

19. re-uenire ad me ue-.
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takes on an entirely different tone. No longer is it Francis's willingness to
receive Leo, if the latter should need counsel or further consolation; it is a
clear invitation to his disciple not to turn to him again. Bartoli Langeli's
reading of the letter's last four and very difficult lines is more desperate than
the previous. Earlier he had suggested, with some uncertainty, the following
(the letters he regarded as unconvincing are in brackets): 16- et si tibi est

necesari 17. [animarn tlr^rnf prlpter aliarn 18. cozsolationern ttta et uis 19.

reuenire ad me ue(ni).

I myself considered this reading more convincing than the rather
artificial one proposed by Ammannati, even though it could not answer all
questions. Indeed, in the last line another mark appears before the "r" in
"reuenire," a mark that I continue to see, even though the author insists that
"the little wiggly mark in the left margin belongs to the r and only to the /'
(55). Again, in the same word, there is a mark above the first """ (I am not
100% sure it is an "e") which might also be an abbreviation. On the other
hand, Bartoli Langeli says he is now resigned to regarding the first words of
line 17 as illegible, words he originally rendered as "tnimamt:u t" (5+-55,

56). Personally, I stitl consider this last reading the most likely, and I feel

supported in my conviction by the observations of Carlo Paolazzi, who also

gives good reasons for accepting the omission of the last letters in line 16:

"necesari[urnf ."t'
fu for the corrections present in the autographs of Francis, Bartoli

Langeli also ends up acceptingr3 most of Ammannati's suggestions (though

not all, as we shall see).'a Regarding the much-discussed tibi, which has been

added as a superscript to line 1 1 of the letter, he says:

I judged it to be from Francis's hand, basing myself on the badly drawn r,

unworthy of Leo. But I am not getting a unanimous vote; instead I am in
the minority. Not only Ammannati, but also Accrocca attribute the

r2Paolazzi, "Per gli autografi di frate Francesco: dubbi, verifiche e
riconferme," in AFH 93 (2000) 12,14-15.

llEarlier, and more cautiously, he attributed the corrections to "another
hand" ("Gli scritti da Francesco," 140-42,145).

r4Ammannrn,, La lettera autografo,84-85. fusisi Chartula: in line 7, the "h"
before "umilitas" (superscript); Sp6leio letter: in line 4, the word "disimus"
originally appeared ,rrd *rt th..t .oit.cted to "diximus"l in line 5, the "h" before

"oc:' (s,rp.ricript); in line 8, the "d" after "a" (superscript: "ad me'); the s.ame thing.is
,".r, i., iine 19. 

.The 
fact that the error corrected is the same favors Ammannati's

hypothesis; however the superscript "d" looks different, I think, from that in line 8
(according to Bartoli Langeli thisl'd" is "attributable to Francis": Gli-autografi,56);
in line I ll the superscript-"tibi" would itself be the work of Leo (but I will return to
this below).
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insertion to Leo. Ammannati brings out the fact that "in this case, tod, the
same insertion marks that appear in hoc ai.td humilitfls reappear exacdy,rs
corrections that are not autographs, as we have seen" (p. 85). Accrocca
beats me on my own turf: "The superscript t in tibi looks different from the
others in the text, which are the work of Francis. The left half of the
crossbar is missing and the curve of the vertical bar seems less pronounced.
This bar is much less linear than in the other r's, which are unquestionably
in Francis's hand. The I also seems to be formed quite differendy from
those in the text, which in general are just a simple vertical bar" (p. 254).
These observations, however, are equally valid for denying the hand of
Leo. Thus our attention shifts to the reason for this genuine Leonine
interpolation (50).

Ffe says he is puzzled by the "elevation of this poor and 'maternal' note to a

kind of official letter of investirure; this is contrary, among other things, to
the total silence that fell over it." In the end, it is for these reasons that he
prefers "to remain in the minority and continue to attribute the insertion of
that bad tibi to the hand of Francis" (53).

fu for me, I continue to believe th* tibi is not the work of Francis.
On the other hand, Ammannati's interpretationsr6 leave me doubtful. Bartoli
Langeli is right when he says that "Ammannati's peremptory questioning of
Leo's testimonial rubric in the fusisi Cbartula and Chiara Frugoni's work on
the 'invention' of the stigmata, reveals a profound misunderstanding of
both" (520. Nevertheless, such a remark makes one think, since it
introduces a real change of meaning into the sentence, a change different
from the others that are merely orthographic.

Making a very important gain in understanding the letter itself,
Bartoli Langeli has persuasively managed to show the different stages in its
writing: "The last four [ines...are added at a later stage..., At first Francis
ended the letter with the word obedientia. Then he changed his mind, erased
what he had written on the lower part and added four lines, the present lines
L6-l9.In order to fit them in, he reduced the spacing between the lines but,
unable to reduce the size of his handwriting, he still found himself in serious

rsKeep in mind that in this last case the reference is to line 7 of the fusisi
Cbartula.

r6"It has been said many times that this letter is not meant only for a private
occasion but is meant to assume and encompass a specific historical moment and its
anguish. If this is true, as I think it is, then the intervention of Leo, who appropriates
the autograph as a kind of interpolator, is situated metaphorically alongside that
'invention of the stigmata'which t}re same companion of the saint promoted with the
fake note of authentication of the other writing left him by Francis" (G. Ammannati,
La leuera autografo 86).
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trouble in the last line (if it is the [ast) and unable to finish the last word"
(440. After line 15, the letter was ended with the sign of authenticity-the
Tau-which Francis regularly affixed to the bottom of his letters (at least if
what Celano and Bonaventure say is true).

Once again it seems to me that Bartoli Langeli has seen correctly:
"Look carefully at the initial u of uenire in the last line. The first stroke is

derived from a higher bar, and an attempt has been made to erase the extra
stroke. To define the upper limit of the first stroke of the er, Francis adds a
horizontal dash at the left for emphasis. Above that bar is a crossbar
projecting noticeably and reinforced at the edges. At least to me it looks like
a Tau" (450. Francis "regretted having been too harsh" (53). So he erased
the Tau and wrote, in the limited space available, the last four lines.rT A
question arises: How much time elapsed between the writing of the first part
and the last four lines? For the last part Francis used a different pen and ink.
In that case is it not possible to suppose that the letter as a whole was also
written in two different places? Besides, it could not be taken for granted
that several pens and different kinds of ink would be found in one of the
brothers' "places." In fact it is quite easy to imagine the opposite. Thus the
possibility that a revision was made in nvo different places remains open, just
as it remains hard to determine how much time elapsed berween the drafting
of the two parts of the letter.rs

The Chartula with the Praises and Blessing, preserved in the Sacro
Convento

fu far as the other autograph is concerned, Bartoli Langeli devotes
considerable attention to the rubrics of Brother Leo (31-33)-another of
this book's innovations. Moreover, he says that "to give the paleographic
edition of the Praises means to repeat in large part Lapsanski's edition."re But
there are "some improvements." Here again I am reproducing the text,
sticking largely to his criteria. I am placing in brackets the words that are
illegible yet can be inferred from tradition, "as long as they are compatible
with the surviving markings" (35); I am placing above the line words or

lTOn the possible reasons for Francis's severity here, I offer further
suggestions-with respect to my previous study-in the volume Francesco, fratello e

m.aestro, to be published by Edizioni Messaggero di Padova, which collects and
revises some of my studies published in various places over the years.

r8I offer this suggestion in my Le durezze di fratello Francesco 256.It is cited,
though not discussed, by Bartoli Langeli, Gli autografi 45, n.12. So in some ways he
leaves this possibility open but does not take a stand on the matter.

leD. Lapsanski, "The Autographs on the 'Chartula' of St. Francis of Assisi,"
in AFH 67 (1974) t8-37 .
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letters that are there in the original; I am using dashes to indicate letters that
are irretrievable, italics for letters that are abbreviated and for tachygraphic
signs. The words are separated and the visible punctuation marks are
reproduced (however, I do just the opposite of Bartoli Langeli, who places
the entire text in boldface, except the superscript & in line 7).

1. [tu es sanctus dominus deus solus qui
facis mirabilial

2. [tu es fortis tu] es magnus. tu es

altisimus
3. [to es] potens tu pater sante rex celi
et
4. [terre] tu es trinus e, unus. dominrs
d[eus]

5. [deo]rurn to es bonuzz on ne bonurn.
surnmtrrnblonrm)

t---l
amor
6. domints deus uiuus et uerur. tu es

caritas
7. [to es sa]pieztia tu es humilitas tu es

pa

tu es I------l
8. [ciencia------] tu es securitas tu es

quilel
tu es t--------l

9. tas. tu es gaudifitnt. et] letitia tu es

iustitia
omnia

nostra
10. Itt) temperuncia. [tu e]s diuitia
asufici[eztia]
11. tu es pulcritu[do] tu es mansuetudo

L2. tu es protetor tu es custos et

defezsor
13. tu es fortitudo tu es refugiurn it es

spes

l+. nostra tu es fides nostra tu es

car[itas]

1. [yoo are the holy lord god who
alone does wonderful things]
2. [you are strong you] are great
you are the most high
3. [you are] the almighty king you
holy father king of heaven and
4. [earth] you are three and one
the lord S[od]
5. of [g]ods you are the good all
good. the highest g[ood]

love
6. lord god living and true. you
are charity
7. [you are wis]dom you are
\rmilityyou are pa

you are t------]
8. [tience] you are security you
are the qui[e]

you are t--------]
9. t. you are jo[y and] happiness

you are justice

all
our
10. [and] temperance. [you ar]e

riches to sufEci[ency]
11. you are beautffi you are

meekness

12. you are protector you are

custodian and defender
13. you are strength you are
refuge you are our hope
L4. you 

^re 
our faith, you are

char[ity]



tu es [-------]
15. tu es tota dulcedo nostra [---]
r6. t----------
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you are t-----l
15. you are all our sweetness [---]

-------l---------l
Some words are reproduced more accurately: ahisirnus rather than

altissimas in line 2 (36); prutetnr rather than protector in line 12 (37). Others

are emended: not ornnipotens b:ut potens in line 3 (36); not refrigeriunr. b:ut

refagiunr. in line 13 (38). But the emendation suggested in line 3 leaves

Paolazzi,20 and me as well, puzzled for lexical reasons. In Francis's writings
"God is omnipotens par excellence (27 times in all)."2t Moreover, the
expression "almighty God" was certainly favored by long liturgical practice,

which Brother Francis had by now made his own. In the text given by
Lapsanski we have tu es rex omnipotens ["yo, are the almighty king"l.
Paohzzi opts for the "intermediate solution tu es omnipotens ["yoo 

^re
almighty"], which is also economical in view of the reduced space occupied

by the (hypothetical) letters oi with an abbreviation sign."22 The space

available is certainly not enough for the reading ta es rex omnipotens; b:ut

neither do I think it is enough to contain the solution suggested by Paolazzi.

I think it is more logical to suppose that the writing may have been more
spread out and larger at the beginning of the line rather than at the end.

Paobzzi's solution, it must be said, agrees with most of the older witnesses,

though not with 344, which is the only one that reads tu es retc omnipotens.23I

confess that I am fulI of doubts about this. Based on the space available, the

reading proposed by Bartoli Langeli seems to me the only one possible; for
lexical reasons it causes quite a few problems, and besides it is at odds with
all the later witnesses.24 Perhaps we could conjecture a reading ta omnipltens,

but-aside from the fact that we seem to see a mark resembling an "5"-
none of the later witnesses presents this reading.

But even the mere restoration of the correct reading of line 13

(rtfugu* instead of refrigerium) is no small thing for the understanding of a

""ry 
aifncult tegt, s"*t"l parts of which are damaged. Interesting in this

regard are the data reported at last April's Roman conference by Marina
Bicchieri, director of the chemistry laboratory at the Istituto Centrale della

Patologia del Libro in Rome. She presented the results of tests done on the

20C.Paolazz| Per gli aatografi di frate Francesco,20-21, n. 50.
2'Ibid.
22Ibid.

23See the critical text of D. Lapsanski, "The Autographs on the 'Chartula"'
24 and n. 8 in the apparatus of variants.

24lbid., n. 9 in the apparatus of variants.
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source with very sophisticated laboratory instruments. The parchment
(which also suffers very much because of dehydration) was probabiy made of
goatskin; two small holes on one side show that it once had some kind of
binding.

On the other hand, there is need for further discussion on the last
two lines of the Praises, which Bartoli deletes from the text. He considers
line 16, which is totally illegible, "rhe last line of the document.,, He admits
that "some mark can be seen, but it is not enough to suggest, guided by
344,2s tu es (last words of line l5?) uita eterna nlstra" (38). But if Bartoli
Langeli is right in thinking that in order to draw "such a perfectly
geometrical and centered Tau." Francis was guided by "the folding of the
sheet into four," (+01'o it is also logical to think that originally the horizontal
and vertical folds crossed in such a way as to divide the sheet exactly into
four, the two folds having been made at the center of the horizontal and
vertical edges. Except that Paolarzzi, who did a test on an original
reproduction, pointed out that "the horizontal bar of the Tau-as *"ll ,,
the thin line that extends it to the margins-is a scant 7 cm. from the top
margin, blut only 6 cm. from the bottom margin, measured on the outsidl
corners."27 Thus it is safer to assume that, on the bottom, one centimeter of
the parchment has been lost and that this centimeter contained line 17, now
lost along with the preceding line, which is totally illegible. Forrunately,
these two lines were saved by early copyists, and so it is fittin g (paolazzi-is
right) to restore them to the text of the Praises, perhaps in brackets.28 On the

25The abbreviation stands for fusisi Ms.344, which contains (cc. T7v-7gr) a
transcriptiol of the Praises and the Blessing and a reproduction of the ignum. tbau cum
capite made byJohn of Iolo in the inventory of the rtlics of the Sacro Cinvento (170.

26In a footnote Bartoli Langeli writes: "Another observation perhaps
complicates things. The thick crossbar- of the Tau continues to the right and left
margins on eith_er side, with very thin lines; a similar lengthening can be made out at
the bottom, in line with the right side of the bar. It is aJif the Tau (which was later
gone over in red by Leo) had been made by widening these guide lines. In fact these
also coincide with the folds" (40, n. 19). Devetoping these observations, Carlo
Paolazzi suggests the following sequence: 'First to- bJ drawn-it does not matrer
where or when-were the very thin lines also visible in the photographic
reprod-uction, which _cross perpendicularly in the center of the chartila; following
these lines Francis draws the Tau, superimposing the crossbar on the horizonta-l
gqii. line and the vertical bar on the lower parl of the corresponding line; the
folding of the parchment into four could then be the final act of the entire operation,
subsequent also to the writing of the Blessing" (Per gli autografi di frate Franiesco, 26).

27C. Paolazzi, Per gli autografi di frate Francesco,26; ibid.,23, a, reproduction
of the document, with a hypothetiCal reconstruction of the extension and the original
lines of writing.

28For a more extended treatrnent, see ibid., 22f. This is what I already
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other hand, if the early witnesses, among which fusisi Ms. 344 obviously
stands out, present for the first fifteen lines readings that generally agree
with the surviving marks, we can reasonably suppose that their transcription
of the last part of line 15 and lines 16-17 was also essentially faithful:

us. u5.
Ta ul You are)

[16. uita eterna nlstrl,. Magnus et U6. rar etemal W. Great and
adruirabilisl wonderful]

ll7 . dorninus deus omnipotens misericors ll7 . lord almighty god merciful saaior).'
sahator).

Finally, of particular importance are the circumstances of the
letter's origin, told in the rubrics and some of the biographical sources. The
oldest version is certainly the one related by the so-called Ms. Little. It was
at the end of a painful struggle2e that Francis wrote one of his most beautiful
texts for the benefit of Leo, who was equally tormented (afflicted by a

maligna et graais ternptatio). On the flesh side of that tiny piece of parchment
he wrote the Praises of God, and on the hair side the Blessing for Brother
Leo. The sheet was jealously kept by Leo,30 who believed it to be endowed
with miraculous powers (34f and n. 12). In this regard, I would like to point
out something ii-ilrr, attested to by the firsi biographical sources on
Joachim of Fiore. In this case, also, we have an extraordinary piece of
testimony, since it is the recipient of the letter himself, Luke of Casamari,3r
archbishop of Cosenza, who describes the entire event in great detail.

maintained in my book, Francesco,fratelh e m.aestro, (see n. 17 above). On the other
hand, at the Roman conference Bartoli Langeli said frankly (his whole book is a

example of great scientific frankness) that he considered Paolazzi's observations
convincing. While correcting the proofs, I had a chance to look at the volume on the
writings of Francis published by the Biblioteca Francescana di Milano 2002, and I
see that here he has made appropriate use of these same observations.

2eF{ere I accept the reading suggested by Giovanni Miccoli in many papers.
For the most recent, see his "Francesco e la Verna," in "Itinerarium. m.ontis Alaemae."
Atti del Conuegno di Studi Storici. La Wma 5-8 m.aggio 1999, Florence 2000, 2l-55.

30On the different versions of the episode, attested to by Ms. Little 154, by
Thomas of Celano in his Rem.embrance, and by Bonaventure (Major and Minor
Legend), see R. Manselli, "LIn giorno sulla Verna: san Francesco e frate Leone," in
Id., Francesco e i suoi compagni (Bibliotheca seraphico-capuccinr, 46), Rome 1995,
303-1 3.

slConcerning Luke of Casamari, see A.M. Adorisio, .I/ "Liber usaum. Ecclesiae

Cusentinae" di Luca di Casam,ari arciaescoao di Cosenza. Codice Sant'Iidore I / 12.
Introduzione e edizione. Preface by C. Leonardi (Bibliotheca Casaemarensis, 4),
Casamari 2000, esp. 13-35.
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The Synopsis airtuturn b. Joachimi perhaps circulated
independently-at least its mention by the Dominican chronicler
Bartholomew Fiadoni of Lucca (+L327) leads us to think so-but it has not
come down to us in an independent manuscript tradition. In the collection
of the abbot's miracles, whose main part at least was composed by the monks
of Fiore during the 1320s,t2 Luke narrates an event that, until now, has
generally gone unnoticed by scholars of the chartula.

In ll92 he was elected abbot of the Cistercian monastery of
Sarnbucina. But let us allow him to speak:

Since it happened that I was asked to be abbot by the brothers of
Sambucina on the advice of him [Joachim] and lord Ranierius, the rwo of
them wrote to me that I should come and by no means hesitate, and that I
should not claim as an excuse the fact that my speech is more halting and
slow. I kept their letters with due reverence. Elected on the feast of St.
Clement, approved as abbot on the following Sunday of the Advent of our
Lord, having those letters in my heart and trusting more in the faith of
those who had sent them than in my own, I gave the sermon to the
brothers in chapter. Freed from the speech impediment, I gave thanks to
God and ascribed the miracle to the merits of those who had given me
strength.3s

There is certainly no need to set up forced comparisons. Unlike
Leo, Luke did not ask for a letter, either from Joachim or from Raniero.
Nor do we know if afterward he kept those letters whose great power he had
acknowledged (unlike the chartala they have unfortunately been lost). But
we should point out that it was not so unusual to attribute miraculous power
to the writing of a person considered renowned for faith and virtue (Raniero
trusted more in the faith of those who had written those letters than in his
own). Leo expressly asked for something in writing in order to overcome the
serious major temptation that afflicted him. Luke of Casamari, unable to
speak (rather than stuttering, we should probably imagine a psychological
block caused by the difficulty of facing a hard-to-please audience), kept the
letters of Joachim and Raniero of Ponza upon his heart (like Leo, he also

r2Thus V. De Fraja, "Usi politici della profezh giochimita," in Annali
dell'Istituto storico italo-germ,anico di Trento 25 (1999) 380: "...about twentyyears after
the anonymous Vita." This latter work was written between the death ofJoachim and
that of Raniero of Ponza, thus between 1202 and 1207 or 1209.

3rI have used Herbert Grundmann's critical edition, reprinted in Gioaccbino
d.a Fiore. Wta e opere. Ed. G.L. Potesti (Centro Internazionale di Studi Gioachimiti S.
Giovanni in Fiore. Opere di Gioacchino da Fiore: testi e strumenti, 8), Rome 1997,
194.
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kept them with due reverence) and was able to give his sermon to the monks
of Sambucina assembled in chapter.

In memory of and devotion to the holy father
The rubrics on the chartula (the suggestion that they were added

later seems plausible to me)3a and the interventions in the Spoleto letter are
not the only signs of Leo's writing activity. Writing, in fact, was one of his
favorite ways of keeping alive a memory he thought it essential to preserve.
In this regard, Bartoli Angeli examines two other relics: the "Breviary of
Saint Francis" and the manuscript preserved at the Poor Clare monastery of
Montevergine in Messina. In the Breviary, which has recently been the
subject of new studies and partial editions,ss he identifies a number of
interventions by Brother Leo, sometimes substantial. These are in the form
of corrections, revisions, or substitutions (87-89).

Leo's handwriting "reveals a remarkable ability and competence"
(89), but it is certainly not "absolutely unique" (91). Crucial for identifi^rg
other contributions of his is their compatibility "with the very distinctive
'Franciscan' profile of Leo" (92).'n Bartoli Langeli's discovery is important.
On fusisi Ms. 261, which is the Capitularium of the Sacro Convento
containing the Ordo breaiarii of Ha)rmo of Faversham, he identifies Leo's
hand in the obituaries of Brother Angelo and Brother Rufino (92D.Those
two notices-especially the one for Rufino-reveal Leo's character. For
November 13, we read, on two lines: "Obitus sancti fratris Rufini <aboae the

line with insertion mark socii sanctb de quo beatus Franciscus / testimonium
perhibuit quod vivus iam canoniEatus esset in sanctum ab ipso" ["Death of
Brother Rufino <the saint's companion> of whom blessed Francis / bore

3aSee 81-82, where he refers to some observations by C. Frugoni, Francesco

e l'inaenzione d.elle stim,m.ate. Una storia per imm,agini fino a. Bnnaaentura e Giotto (Saggi,
780), Turin1993,76.

35P. Messa "tIn testimone dell'evoluzione liturgica della 'fraternitas'
francescana primitiva: il 'Breviarium sancti Francisci,"' in Reuirescunt chartae I, 5-141;
A. Maiarelli, "La nuova cartulazione del'Breviarium sancti Francisci,'" Ibid., 143-49;
A. Ciceri, "Hoc Evangelistare fecit scribi," Ibid., II, 707-854 has edited the
evangelary (text, 7 1 5-854).

3"The opinion of the graphologist Moretti seems to me to result from
prejudices (one senses the weight of centuries-old controversies). It is cited by Di
Fonzo, and now again by Bartoli Langeli who considers it "useless" (89, n. 28).
According to Moretti, Leo's handwriting was "plain and coarse, easy to recognize as

that of a man of mediocre intelligence, lacking in common sense, pedantic and
conservative, strict with himself, cold."
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witness that while living he had already been canonized in heaven by him
(the Lord).") (92)."

Finally, pages full of information are devoted to Leo the writer and
the use of his testimony in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries (,,Leone,
Chiara e la tradizione francescana," 93-lO3). These pages bring together a
large amount of scattered data. Bartoli Langeli also connects Ms. 338rt to
Leo in some way, as well as the one filed immediately after it by John of
Iolo, which Cesare Cenci identified with the present fusisi Ms. 6i2, only
two of whose eight original quinterns remain. Among the contents of Ms.
338 was the Rule of Saint Clare (1020. He suggests that Leo assumed the
task of "handing on the aerba of Clare as well as those of Francis,, (103). I do
not know what he means by aerba, but his hypothesis leaves me doubtful.
Instead I believe-although it is not easy to prove-that Leo may have
helped Clare draw up her Rule, the one approved by Innocent W on August
9, 1253.3e Perhaps Leo copied it, together with her Testament (L* .rllirg
it that while waiting until something certain can be said about this much-
debated text) in the famous Messina manuscript. It seems to me that the
obvious borrowings in Clare's Rule from the Testament of Francis and from
the Later Rule add support to this hypothesis.{

rTBartoli 
lalgeli righdy emphasizes that "the word s of wharu blessed. Francis

bore witness...recall the famous pericope We who were with him. bear wimess,, (93).
Therefore I think i! ir-necessiry_to-emphasize once again, as I did years ago,
statements by funold of Sarrant. In his De cognationt, c6mparing Brother Leo"to
J.9h" the_ Elangelist, he brings out this particilar testimonial sifn of Leo,s work:
'Just as John, even while speaking of Christ, says of him, ,And-he who saw bore
witness,' so Brother Leo, speaking of blessed Francis, says frequendy in the Legend
he wrote: 'Thus we who were with him until his death b"rr *itn"ri," 1F. Deloime,
'lPages in6dits sur S. Frangois 6crites vers 1365 par funaud de Sarrant Min. prov.
d'Aquitaine," in MisFran 42 119421 118; M.-Michalczyk, ,,tfne Compilation
Parisienne des sources primitives franciscaines (Paris, Nationale, ms. Latin l'2707),"
in AFH 76 [983] 13).

38See n. 5 above.
3eOn the oQer hand, I am not inclined to think that he helped draft the

letters to Agnes, as Alfonso Marini suggests (see the reference to 95, n. 4l;.
{Borrowings from the Later Rule have clearly come to the fore from the

carefirl slmopsis prepared by the Poor Clares of the Flderation of Umbria for the
purposes of a study on the Rule, in which the entire Federation is directly involved;
tj." A. Ac_quadro, "'Saepe enim Dominus quod melius est minori revelat'' (Regula s.
Clarae fV, 18): un errore di letnrra ormai vecchil di cinque secoli,,'in CF 71 (2001)
52r-26.
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The Messina codex
The little codex (cm. 7,5 x 5, cc. II+32) kept today at the Poor Clare

monastery of Montevergine in Messina, contains the Rule of Saint Clare,
the Privilege of Poverty and the saint's Testament and Blessing. It is for all a

real acid test. After attracting the attention of scholars in 1979 following a

paper by Diego Ciccarelli, it leapt to center stage in recent years when
Werner Maleczek positively denied the authenticity of the Privilege of
Poverty of Innocent III and the Testament of Saint Clare (104-06). The
questions posed by the manuscript are not easy, starting with its date.
Suggestions are so many and varied that by now everything and its opposite
has been proposed (106-08). Bartoli Langeli, who for the first time gives a

life-size reproduction of the entire text (Tables KI-)OCVIII), offers a new
and accurate description: its physical characteristics, production, rubrics,
contents, graphical-textual data, handwriting, and binding (1 08-2 4).

With regard to the first part of the codex, which contains the Rule
and the Privilege of Poverty, we need to reflect, as does the author, on the
text of the Rule transmitted there. Bartoli Langeli points out that the
Messina codex has-besides initial letters-rubricated headings for each
chapter. These are completely absent in the original preserved at the
Protomonastery. It also rearranges the different parts of the document in a

way that disrupts the original order (114). We should bear in mind that the
document approved by Innocent fV not only has no headings; it does not
even indicate chapter divisions, something it could easily have done by the
use of initial letters. The entire text shows no sign of internal divisions; it
looks like a single long chapter. This is not the case with the Messina codex,
which gives a clear division into chapters, with many rubricated headings.

To this must be added the above-mentioned rearrangement of the
individual parts. The document approved by Innocent fV begins with the
pontifPs letter [=1], which transcribes the letter of approval of Rainaldo
(Quia uos) [=2f, which in turn transcribes the Rule [=3]. Rainaldo's letter is

cited in its entirety, including the date, September 16, 1252 [=4]; it is

followed by the final clauses and the date of the papal approval (August 9,

1253) [=5]. The Messina codex instead immediately gives the text of the
Rule [=3], followed without break by the date of Rainaldo's approval [=4],
the final clauses of the letter Solet annuere and letter's date [=J] (cc. 18v-19r,
reproduced in Table )Oil). The Privilege of Poverty follows, introduced by
the rubric at the end of c. 19r, then the beginning of the letter Solet annuere

[=1], which transcribes the text of Quia aos l=2f .

In light of this arrangement of the text it is legitimate to wonder
whether a new copy of the Rule was presented to Innocent IV with a view
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to the pope's approval. This was not necessary, and in fact it seems we must
suppose the opposite. The papal letter transcribes Cardinal Rainaldo,s eaia
aos in its entirely, including the date. Thus the papal chancery could have
transcribed the text of the Rule directly from the cardinal protector,s letter.
Was it in these transcriptions that the division into chapters and headings
came to be dropped, or were they added at a second stage? Could the one
who wrote the Messina codex perhaps have depended-at least for the text
of the Rule-on a text different from the one in the letter of approval, one
that may have borne the mark of a still earlier stage, in other words, made
directly from a copy of the original presented to Cardinal Rainaldo, in which
appeared the division into chapters and headings? Could the fact that the
different parts of the document somehow came to be shifted from the new
order assigned them by the copyist of the Messina codex be a confirmation
of this possibility? In that case, the copyist must have known the original
version as well as the one contained in the papal letter (or copies of these).

In this regard, another detail should be kept in mind. In a wilt
drawn up in fusisi in the church of St. Francis, April 8, 1258, Giovanna,
daughter of the deceased Benvenuto Bonaventure, left bequests to relatives
and to various institutions and religious persons. We read that she left forty
soldi each to Brother Leo, Brother Bartolo, and Brother Peter of Albe ,,for 

a
tunic." These three brothers seem to be distinct from the other members of
the nvo communities of Saint M^ry of the Portiuncula and Saint Francis.ar If
this is our Leo and if, as Luigi Pellegrini says, the three brothers mentioned
in the will "probably live near the nuns of St. Clare,"az we might infer from
this that Francis's old companion continued to have stable and lasting
relationships with the sisters' community. Therefore, he could easily have
had access to the papal document as well as other versions of the Rule, in
whose drafting he himself-I believe-had collaborated. fu can be seen, we
are dealing with clues, none of which is compelling, even though all of them
leave open a certain possibility.

arsee the text of the document (no. 44) in Le carte d.uecentesche d.el Sacro
Conaento di,4sisi (strumenti, 1165-1300), ed.A. Bartoli Langeli, with the
collaboration of M.I. Bossa and L. Fiumi (Fonti e studi francescani,5), Padualggl,
83-85.

a2L. Pellegrini, "I frati Minori ad fusisi ua Due e Trecenro," in Assisi anno
1300, ed. S. Brufani and E. Menestd (Medioevo Francescano. Saggi, 6), S. Maria
degli Angeli-fusisi 2002, ll3-57, 127. Pellegrini is sure that the Leo mentioned in
the will is "t}re well-known companion andiecretary-writer duing the last years of
Francis's life" (128). But it should be noted that the names of the three brothers ,,are

not mentioned immediately after the reference to the nuns," as Pellegrini says (l2T),
since after the mention of the nuns and before that of the three brothers we read:
"To LadyJacopa of Rome, three pounds for clothin g" (Le carte duecentesche, S3).
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Another interesting detail: the transcription of the beginning of the
letter Solet annuere, which immediately follows the Privilege of Poverty, "is
not introduced by a rubric but by an initial letter, which gives the
impression that the scribe (or the author of his copy) sees the text as joined
to the previous one, and thus attributes both to Innocent rV. The
impression is strengthened by the fact that, at the point where he passes

from the letter of Cardinal Rainaldo (...qui talis est) to its repnrtatir (c. 22r,
line 2), he notes in red Reqaire retro f"See above"], presumably referring to
the Privilege of Poverty (there is no alternative)" (113). And if the scribe was

right? The Legend of Saint Clare, in continuity with the bull of
canonization, mentions neither the Rule of Clare nor its approval. Yet the
author writes that when Rainaldo (perhaps at the end of 1251 or the
beginning of the following year) went to the bedside of Clare, who was
gravely ill, "she asked him to petition to have the Privilege of Poverty
confirmed by the Lord Pope and the cardinals. Because he was a faithful
helper of the Order, just as he promised by his word, so he fulfilled in
deed."a3

It is generally understood that this privilege whose confirmation she

requested was none other than the Rule of Clare. But the bull of
canonization and the Legend carefully avoid mentioning this Rule, and it is
easy to see why. By writing her own Rule and calling her order the Order of
Poor Sisters, Clare ended up declaring herself outside the Order of San

Damiano, which the papacy-Gregory IX in particular-had created and to
which it had planned to assign Clare and the monastery of San Damiano in
fusisi as charismatic points of reference. Thus it was better to avoid all
mention of the Rule approved by Innocent fV. Indeed the purpose of the
Legend was to present Clare, now canonized, as a model for the nuns of all
the monasteries of the Order of San Damiano. But what kind of model
would they have had in the story of a woman who at the end of her life
declared herself outside that Order of which she had never really felt part?#
And so it is logical to suppose that no one \ ranted to make even a veiled
reference to this fact. On the other hand, can a possible reconfirmation of

asLegenda 29, 16-17.I have used the recent edition Legenda_latina sanctae

Clarae airginii Assisienis.Introduction, restored text, notes and indices_ b;, G_. Boccali,
ofm, wi*i facing Italian translation by M. Bigaroni (Pubblicazioni della Biblioteca
Francescana Chiesa Nuova-Assisi, 11), fusisi 2001, 186 [English trans: CA:ED, p.

2e2).
#For the history of Clare's community and those of the Order of San

Damiano, see M.P. Alberzoni, Chiara e il papato (Aleph, 3), Milan 1995; Ead.,
"Chiara di Assisi e il francescanesimo femminile," in Francesco d'Assii e il prim.o secalo

di *oria francescd.na (Biblioteca Einaudi, 1 ), Turin 1997, 203 -3 5 .
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the Privilege by Innocent fV (even if the text of the Privilege-today
attributed to fnnocent Ill-presents obvious anomalies in the manuscripts)
be categorically excluded?

In short, did Francis's old companion write the manuscript that
gave rise, and still gives rise, to so much discussion? Bartoli Langeli thinta
so (125). The writing points to a hand of "a writer who is used to and
familiarwith the writing of books, butwho is not a specialist" (118). What
we have is "a respectable textualis" (109), in many respects compatible with
Leo's writing. But nothing can be said in a manner that is absolutely
compelling (125-27). fu for the document used to bind the manuscript,
Bartoli Langeli attributes it "with absolute certainry" (L22) ro the fusisi
notary Stefano di Bonaventura, four of whose documents, drafted between
1277 and 1283, are preserved in the Sacro Convento. I do not know to what
extent this attribution can be taken for granted; notaries do, it is true,
produce "u"ry diverse writings," which can be attributed to them thanks to
their signature. I have the greatest faith in Bartoli Langeli's abilities; he
knows these documents like no one e[se. But the fact is that the writing on
the binding, although compatible, is different from those reproduc"d irt
Table )O(VI[ (which also differ from one another). How can he be so sure
when there is no signature? The attribution of the manuscript to Brother
Leo therefore remains a possibiliry, even if it is true that "what we are
discussing is not just any book and the one who wrote it was not just any
brother" (127).It is also true that few persons of Leo's standing could have
had all the things necessary to write such a book.

A final word
So, areas of doubt remain, as well as the questions raised by the

texts (the Testament and the Privilege of Poverry) contained in the codex.
On the other hand, the reconstruction suggested by Maleczek turns out to
be compromised. From now on, the problem of the authenticity of those
texts will have to be approached from a different angle. But thanks to the
work of Attilio Bartoli Langeli more light has been shed on texts that are
partly compromised, like Francis's autographs, on a writer who made the
written word an essential vehicle for his role as witness, like Leo, and on
such intriguing matters as the dispute over the authenticity of some of Saint
Clare's writings. We will never be able to thank him enough for that.


